Intrinsic covariation of brain activity has been studied across many levels of brain organization. Between visual areas, neuronal activity covaries primarily among portions with similar retinotopic selectivity. We hypothesized that spontaneous interareal coactivation is subserved by neuronal synchronization. We performed simultaneous high-density electrocorticographic recordings across the dorsal aspect of several visual areas in one hemisphere in each of two awake monkeys to investigate spatial patterns of local and interareal synchronization. We show that stimulation-induced patterns of interareal coactivation were reactivated in the absence of stimulation for the visual quadrant covered. Reactivation occurred through both interareal coﬂuctuation of local activity and interareal phase synchronization. Furthermore, the trial-by-trial covariance of the induced responses recapitulated the pattern of interareal coupling observed during stimulation, i.e., the signal correlation. Reactivation-related synchronization showed distinct peaks in the theta, alpha, and gamma frequency bands. During passive states, this rhythmic reactivation was augmented by specific patterns of arrhythmic correspondence. These results suggest that networks of intrinsic covariation observed at multiple levels and with several recording techniques are related to synchronization and that behavioral state may affect the structure of intrinsic dynamics.

A classical approach to perceptual neuroscience suggests that the brain should respond identically to repetitions of identical stimuli. In this framework, endogenously driven variance in the brain’s response to repeated stimuli is considered noise (1). However, this so-called noise has been found to be highly structured and inﬂuenced by behavioral context (2). In fact, such variation is a ﬂavor of the ongoing, spontaneous activity of the brain. Both the variation in the brain’s response to identical stimuli and its spontaneous activity in the absence of stimulation are endogenously generated and structured in spatially speciﬁc intrinsic networks. Highly speciﬁc intrinsic networks have been described at essentially all spatial scales: from two individual neurons up to the whole brain. Membrane potentials of nearby neurons show a high degree of spontaneous correlation (3). Neuronal spike rates coﬂuctuate across physically identical trials, and this so-called noise correlation between neurons is related to the similarity in their stimulus selectivity (4). Correspondingly, when entire maps of population activity are investigated, patterns of activation induced by stimuli are found to reoccur spontaneously (5). The same holds across neighboring maps in auditory cortex, where population activity spontaneously reproduces the tonotopic organization (6). Such coactivations can also be observed with functional MRI (fMRI). In visual cortex, regions selective for either foveal or peripheral stimuli, show correlated blood-oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) activity in anesthetized (7) and resting (8) monkeys. In human subjects, BOLD activity in visual areas is organized into highly speciﬁc maps (9–11), the organization of which reﬂect anatomical (12) and the specificity of which is affected by blindness (13). The ﬁnding of robust intrinsic networks using fMRI led to a large number of studies (14), which have recently demonstrated the functional importance of intrinsic networks. For example, spontaneous, correlated BOLD signals predict behavior (15) and relate to learning (16, 17).

Most fMRI studies of intrinsic networks involve interareal correlations, yet we have only a partial understanding of the underlying mechanisms. Recently, it has been shown that interareal BOLD signal correlations between regions of Squirrel monkey somatosensory cortex reﬂect the somatotopic map and are subsumed by millisecond scale spike correlations (18). The rhythmic synchronization of neuronal activity is an interesting candidate mechanism for interareal interactions. Local rhythmic synchronization likely enhances neuronal impact through coincident postsynaptic input (19, 20). Furthermore, interareal rhythmic synchronization aligns temporal windows of excitability and likely renders communication effective (21–23).

We investigate here whether rhythmic synchronization sustains intrinsic networks between visual areas. Using high-resolution multiarea electrocorticography (ECoG) in awake monkeys, and using the retinotopy of early and intermediate visual areas, we show that intrinsic interareal networks recapitulate stimulus induced interareal networks and are subsumed by local and interareal synchronization in the theta-, alpha-, and gamma-frequency bands. Surprisingly, even though no clear peaks were evident in

Significance

The greatest proportion of brain activity is endogenously generated. The brain’s endogenous activity is highly structured and affects sensory coding, behavior, and perception. The observation of structured endogenous activity across spatial scales suggests that it plays a role in the maintenance and formation of brain networks. The correlation of spontaneous functional MRI signals has demonstrated the existence of multiple intrinsic networks, previously observed during controlled cognitive paradigms. The prevalence and reliability of intrinsic networks have generated intense interest in the functional relevance and electrophysiological basis of interareal correlations. Using multisite recordings from areas V1 and V4 of awake monkeys, we show that endogenously generated activity, both during stimulation and passive ﬁxation, exhibits a similar pattern of local and interareal rhythmic synchronization.
power spectra of spontaneous activity, intrinsic networks found in the absence of visual stimulation revealed both arrhythmic and rhythmic processes. Therefore, specific patterns of rhythmic synchronization can exist in power spectra without clear peaks. Further, the emergence of arrhythmic retinotopic coactivation, specifically in passive behavioral states, may indicate a distinct dynamical mode. The results suggest that transitions between behavioral state shape intrinsic networks. Overall, our findings provide a conceptual bridge, linking intrinsic networks to the insights that have been obtained about the biophysical mechanisms underlying rhythm and arrhythmic synchronization.

**Results**

We investigated whether intrinsic networks between early (areas V1 and V2) and intermediate (areas V4 and TEO) visual regions are subserved by synchronization. To this end, we obtained measurements of neuronal activity with millisecond temporal resolution and few-millimeter spatial resolution and simultaneous coverage of both cortical regions. We used ECoG in two awake macaque monkeys (monkey P; Fig. 1A; monkey K, Fig. S1A). For all analyses shown here, the signals from immediately neighboring ECoG electrodes were subtracted from each other to obtain local bipolar derivatives, which are free of the common recording reference, and to which we will refer to as sites. We explored intrinsic networks arising from covariations in local synchrony, i.e., correlated variation of endogenous power between areas, or in interareal synchronization, i.e., coherence between areas. As intrinsic networks can emerge spontaneously, in the absence of stimulation, or as trial-by-trial variation in stimulus-induced responses, we examined the correspondence of the spatial structure of the observed networks to the known spatial structure of visual cortex, namely retinotopy. If the observed intrinsic power covariation or coherence is spatially correlated to retinotopy, it may have a functional role.

**Retinotopic Selectivity of ECoG Signals.** To assess retinotopic selectivity across all sites of the ECoG grid, monkeys kept fixation for several seconds while visual stimuli were presented randomly interleaved at 60 different positions in the lower right visual quadrant (Fig. 1B), corresponding to the portion of visual space covered by our grid. Stimulus position-dependent changes in spectral power (in any frequency band) were established through an ANOVA. The resulting $p$ values are shown in Fig. 1C (for monkey P; for monkey K, see Fig. S1B) and reveal that visually selective sites were mainly found in areas V1/V2 and areas V4/temporal-occipital area (TEO). We selected those sites for further analyses (V1/V2: 68 sites in monkey P, 32 in monkey K; V4/TEO: 17 sites in both monkeys). For these sites, Fig. 1D shows how well stimulus position was distinguished based on stimulus-induced power as a function of frequency (both monkeys combined, individual spectra are shown in Fig. S2 A and B). This plot demonstrates that retinotopic selectivity was present predominantly in a low-frequency band (1–20 Hz) and a gamma-band frequency (60–100 Hz). These two bands also contained the largest stimulus-induced power, as is illustrated in the time–frequency analysis of one example site from area V1 activated by its optimal stimulus (Fig. 1E for monkey P; for monkey K, see Fig. S1C). This pattern of activity was remarkably consistent across recording sites, stimulus positions, and monkeys (Fig. S2). Although low-frequency activity was present both with and without stimulation, gamma-band activity was primarily stimulus induced, sustained throughout the trial, and had the highest degree of retinotopic selectivity. Low-frequency and gamma-band activity showed distinct poststimulus time courses (Fig. S3 A, E, and F). Gamma-band power was modulated by the phase of low-frequency components, including a strong 2.4-Hz modulation, likely reflecting the stimulus temporal frequency of 1.2 Hz (Fig. S3 C, D, G, and H). Because gamma-band activity showed the clearest retinotopic selectivity, we illustrate the gamma-band power for all ECoG sites for the same stimulus position in Fig. 1F (monkey P; for monkey K, see Fig. S1D). The well-localized topographical activation suggests that a given site responds only to a select region of visual space, as was previously shown for these data (24). Indeed, when the site with maximal response in Fig. 1F (marked with a star) was selected and the response to all stimulus locations was displayed in Fig. 1G (monkey P; for monkey K, see Fig. S1E), there was a clearly defined receptive field (RF).
To further investigate the retinotopy of the ECoG recordings from V1, V2, V4, and TEO, we grouped the 60 stimulus locations according to eccentricity or polar angle. Both eccentricity (Fig. 2E, monkey P; for monkey K, see Fig. S4A) and polar angle (Fig. 2F for monkey P; for monkey K, see Fig. S4B) were represented in orderly retinotopic maps that corresponded well with previously determined topographies from repeated recordings with penetrating electrodes (25) or from fMRI (26) (Fig. 2 A–D). Two contiguous maps of space were visible: one behind the lunate sulcus for areas V1/V2 and another one between the lunate and the superior temporal sulcus for areas V4/TEO. For simplicity, we will refer to ECoG sites in the V1/V2 map as V1 and to sites in the V4/TEO map as V4. We investigated whether these maps determined the intrinsic power covariations and/or the coherence between areas. A schematic of our processing stream is displayed in Fig. S5A. The main steps are (i) quantify the spatial pattern of stimulus-induced power correlation (the covariation of V1–V4 sites by stimulus position); (ii) quantify the spatial pattern of intrinsic power correlation or coherence; and (iii) Correlate the spatial patterns from i and ii. As both stimulus-induced (i) and intrinsic (ii) metrics could be estimated for a full spectrum of frequencies, the correlation (iii) could be determined for all pairs of frequencies. To investigate the full pattern of reactivation, we quantified the correspondence between intrinsic synchronization and retinotopy across all frequency pairs. We could therefore document the rich pattern of interareal synchronization in a complete and unbiased manner.

**Signal Correlations.** To assess the similarity of stimulus preferences between V1 sites and V4 sites, we computed for each interareal site pair the correlation between the average induced power per stimulus position, across the different stimulus positions. Fig. S5B shows the gamma band (80–95 Hz) response of a single V1 site to seven repetitions of visual stimulation in four different stimulus positions. The gamma-band response varied systematically as a function of stimulus position in both V1 (Fig. S5C) and V4 (Fig. S5D), as expected from the results shown in Figs. 1 and 2. It is common (27) to decompose the response to a stimulus into a signal component, considered to be the average response to multiple identical stimulus presentations (black dots in Fig. S5C for a V1 site and Fig. S5D for a V4 site), and a noise component, considered to be the difference between the average response and the actual response to a particular stimulus presentation (distribution of the gray dots in Fig. S5 C and D around the black dots). In this framework, the correlation between two sites’ average stimulus-induced power across different stimuli is considered the signal correlation (sample site pair shown in Fig. S5F), and we will use this term in the following. The signal correlation is calculated per interareal site pair and per frequency band, across the 60 stimulus positions (Fig. S5G). The signal correlation captures the similarity of the two sites’ stimulus selectivity and therefore reflects the underlying retinotopy. Fig. 3A shows the matrix of signal correlations for all possible V1–V4 site pairs for the gamma-frequency band (between 80 and 95 Hz) for monkey P. The repetitive structure in the matrix along both axes reflects the arrangement of electrodes on both areas in distinct lanes, which have been unwrapped along the x and y axes. This matrix captures the spatial pattern of gamma-band coactivation in V1 and V4 that is due to common drive through stimuli at varying positions. Fig. 3B shows the distributions of signal correlation values across all V1–V4 site pairs as a function of the frequency for which the power was taken. Although specific frequency bands contain most stimulus-related information, signal correlations occur across a broad spectrum of frequencies.

**Noise Correlations.** As mentioned above, the difference between the average response and the actual response to a given stimulus presentation has been considered noise. Although we believe that this component is not noise, but might reflect sources of uncontrolled endogenous variance, e.g., top-down influences, we will use the signal versus noise terminology for consistency with previous literature. This noise, i.e., the deviations from the average response, has often been found to be correlated across recording sites, i.e., there is noise correlation. We computed noise correlations to assess the degree of power covariation between visual regions that was independent of the stimulus and therefore intrinsically generated (sample site pair, same as above, shown in Fig. S5F). The noise correlation is complementary to the signal correlation because, for each pair of recording sites, it captures the intrinsic covariation in power across repeated trials of identical stimulation as opposed to shared stimulus selectivity. Noise correlation was computed for all V1–V4 site pairs and for each frequency (Fig. S5H). Fig. 3C shows the matrix of noise correlation values from all possible V1–V4 site pairs for the gamma-frequency band (80–95 Hz) for monkey P. This matrix captures the spatial pattern of gamma-band coactivation in V1 and V4 that occurs during stimulation, but reflects intrinsic trial-by-trial variation.
Fig. 3D shows the distributions of noise correlation values across all V1–V4 site pairs and reveals similar characteristics as mentioned above for the signal correlations.

**Similarity of Noise Correlations to Signal Correlations.** To test whether the spatial pattern of noise correlations resembled the spatial pattern of signal correlations, we calculated the correlation between those two metrics, across interareal site pairs. As mentioned above, because both the signal and the noise correlations were determined as a function of frequency, and we considered all possible frequency pairs, this resulted in a frequency-by-frequency matrix of correlation values. We found that noise correlations correlated significantly with signal correlations in specific frequency ranges (Fig. 3E). These frequency ranges correspond to those showing the greatest stimulus selectivity (Fig. 1D). Thus, interareal power covariations that are extrinsically driven by different visual stimuli are mirrored in power covariations that occur intrinsically in the trial-by-trial variation around the stimulus response, and this effect is most prominent in the frequency ranges with retinotopic selectivity.

The existence of frequency-specific similarity in the spatial pattern of interareal covariation cannot be trivially explained by the pattern of signal correlations. It is possible that noise correlations could occur in an unspecified manner, either spectrally or spatially. For example, on a given trial, all visual channels could have high and low power in a narrow or broad range of frequencies, in which case the degree of noise correlation could be the same as observed, but it would not reflect the underlying retinotopic organization. Such spatially homogeneous covariation would be the case if noise correlations reflected unspecified, global, signal variance. However, our results suggest that noise correlations between visual areas obey the functional organization of the underlying cortex.

**Similarity of Spontaneous Correlations to Signal Correlations.** The signal and noise correlations investigated thus far were derived from the same data, extracting signal-driven variance or endogenous variance and their respective correlation structure. We wondered whether the intrinsically generated covariance resembled the signal correlation also when it was taken from entirely independent data. To this end, we analyzed the fixation periods of separate recording sessions, mostly on different days than the recording sessions analyzed thus far. During these fixation periods, the monkey sat quietly in the booth and fixated a central fixation point while awaiting a different task. We calculated correlations between spontaneous power fluctuations across time after concatenating trials, and we refer to them as spontaneous correlations (Fig. 3D and E). Fig. 4A shows the spontaneous correlations across the complete matrix of V1–V4 site pairs for the gamma-frequency band in monkey P. Fig. 4B shows the distributions of spontaneous correlation values across all V1–V4 site pairs as a function of the frequency for which the power was taken.

Differences in the pattern of correlation for the low- and high-frequency activity were evident in the topographic distribution of spontaneous correlation values. Fig. 4C illustrates the spatial pattern for the spontaneous correlation from a seed site in V4 in the 6- to 8-Hz band. The portion of V1 with the highest spontaneous correlation corresponded to the portion with the same retinotopic selectivity as the V4 seed site (cf. Fig. 2). This retinotopic correspondence held also for spontaneous power fluctuations in the gamma band (80–95 Hz; Fig. 4D). Whereas spontaneous correlation values for the theta band were almost exclusively positive, the values for the gamma band were both positive and negative, as expected from Fig. 4B.

We found spontaneous correlations to be correlated with signal correlations across V1–V4 site pairs. The retinotopically specific spontaneous coactivation showed a superposition of several correspondences (Fig. 4E), specifically (i) between spontaneous and signal correlations that were both in either the gamma-band range or the alpha/beta-band range; (ii) between spontaneous correlations in the beta band and spontaneous correlations in a very broad band; and (iii) between spontaneous correlations in the theta/alpha band and signal correlations in a very broad band. The broadband corre-
spondences suggest arrhythmic or power-law-like (1/f) processes as the underlying source. This superposition of rhythmic and arrhythmic correspondences was revealed through the investigation of the complete frequency-by-frequency plane. By investigating the correspondence between retinotopy and intrinsic signals at all frequency pairs, we were able to uncover important distinctions between passive (Fig. 4E) and active (Fig. 3E) states. To ensure that the patterns of interareal coactivation we observed were a result of ordered intrinsic activity and not due to fixational eye movements, we computed the correspondence shown in Fig. 4E after removing visual sites with parafocal receptive fields of increasing extent (Fig. S6A–F). This exclusion ensured that fixational eye movements (always ≤1 visual degree) would not lead to the fixation point entering receptive fields and thereby activating neurons. In each analysis, the key points of correspondence between spontaneous correlation and signal correlation remained.

Signal correlations in the gamma band had a similar pattern of correspondence with spontaneous correlations as they had with noise correlations. To demonstrate this similarity, we plot the cross sections showing the correlation spectra for spontaneous and noise correlation with the gamma-range signal correlation (i.e., Figs. 3E and 4E) in Fig. 4F. These cross sections show clear peaks in the delta/theta band and the gamma band. The presence of such peaks for the spontaneous correlation, measured during passive fixation, is in stark contrast to the absolute power spectrum of the local field potential (LFP) during the fixation period, which shows a typical 1/f characteristic (Fig. 4F, Inset). Thus, although there were no appreciable spectral peaks, the spontaneous V1–V4 covariances revealed band-limited processes that were also specifically modulated in the two areas by localized stimuli. In contrast, signal correlations in the alpha/beta band had a different pattern of correspondence with spontaneous correlations versus noise correlations. This difference is demonstrated by corresponding cross sections in Fig. 4G. Here, the broadband, arrhythmic component of the spontaneous correspondence derived from the band-limited low-frequency component, which is present both in the spontaneous correlations and the noise correlations.

Spontaneous Correlations Recapitulate Stimulus Correlations. The retinotopic structure of interareal spontaneous correlations can be demonstrated directly in topographical form, as shown in Fig. 4C and D. To assess the degree of this correspondence, we investigated whether the interareal pattern of spontaneous correlations after filtering to derive an ordered topography from stimulation-free data, similar to the retinotopic map derived from visual stimulation data.

To this end, we grouped sites in V4 into regions of interest (ROIs), when they shared similar selectivity either for eccentricity or for polar angle. We calculated spontaneous correlations between each V4 ROI and all V1 sites, separately for the low- (6–8 Hz) and gamma- (80–95 Hz) frequency bands. We hypothesized that a given ROI, with selectivity for either a particular eccentricity or polar angle would show strongest spontaneous correlation with V1 sites sharing the same stimulus selectivity. We indeed found this to be the case. We colored each V1 site according to the eccentricity (Fig. 5A and C shows the maps for power in the 6- to 8- and 80- to 95-Hz bands, respectively) or polar angle (Fig. 5B and D, as in A and C) of the V4 ROI to which it showed the strongest spontaneous correlation. To quantify the similarity between these topographies and the retinotopic maps from Fig. 2, we computed the spatial correlation between them. We limited this spatial correlation analysis to sites in V1, because our selection of ROIs in V4 was already based on stimulus preference and so similarities inside V4 were trivial, whereas the pattern seen in V1 was solely the result of topographic specificity of the spontaneous correlations. Both maps derived from spontaneous activity were highly correlated with the retinotopic maps (6- to 8-Hz frequency band: eccentricity map, Spearman’s ρ = 0.366, false discovery rate across all frequencies, q < 0.05; polar angle map, Spearman’s ρ = 0.37, q < 0.05; 80- to 95-Hz frequency band: eccentricity map, Spearman’s ρ = 0.274, q < 0.05; polar angle map, Spearman’s ρ = 0.266, q < 0.05). Further, when examining the spatial correlation of the maps derived from spontaneous activity with the retinotopic maps across all frequencies (Fig. S5E), we again found correspondence specifically in the band below 20 Hz and a broad gamma band between 60 and 150 Hz. These values correspond roughly to the correspondence found through noise correlations, spontaneous correlations, and the frequency bands showing the highest stimulus selectivity. Further, in the spectral region between the two zones of highest correspondence (20–30 Hz), we found some zones of negative correlation, suggesting a different pattern of interareal interaction occurring in this frequency range during spontaneous activity. This finding supports the previous results and further confirms that intrinsic power variations have spatial structure that recapitulates the functional topography of the underlying cortex.

Similarity of Spontaneous Coherence and Directed Influences with Signal Correlation. Given that both noise correlations and spontaneous correlations showed a similar spatial pattern as signal correlations, we asked whether this spatial pattern could also be found in the spontaneous interareal coherence, i.e., in a metric of phase synchronization during spontaneous activity recorded during prestimulus fixation periods. It is possible that the spectral coherence between spontaneous signals would not exhibit a specific phase relationship. For example, rhythmic activity could be generated locally at two locations. The power, or other second-order characteristics, of such locally generated rhythms could be correlated, whereas no first-order dependencies, such as phase coherence, would be present between them. Such a case is particularly plausible in a scenario where the signal power does not depart from a 1/f spectrum, suggesting a lack of strong oscillatory activity. Despite this, interareal coherence spectra for the fixation period do demonstrate rhythmic components despite the lack of oscillatory structure in the power (Fig. S7). To our surprise, we found that interareal coherence between visual regions obeyed retinotopic organization in frequency bands similar to those showing similarity in noise correlations and spontaneous correlations (Fig. 6A; all spectra are compared in Fig. S8). Thus, even though no clear gamma peak was noticeable in the power spectrum, the correlation analysis revealed that there was spontaneous gamma-band coherence between V1 and V4 that occurred selectively between regions of retinotopic correspondence. As with the spontaneous correlations, derived from periods of passive fixation, the correspondence between spontaneous phase synchronization and retinotopic organization displayed broadband components in addition to band-limited components. Broadband components were mostly between retinotopic organization present in the activity below 20 Hz and spontaneously synchronized broadband activity.

Given that this was the case, we attempted to assess the directionality of the interaction by measuring the granger causal (GC) influences in both directions. We found that signal correlation determined the spatial structure of interareal GC influences both in the direction from V1 to V4 (Fig. 6D) and in the direction from V4 to V1 (Fig. 6C; interareal granger spectra are shown in Fig. S7).

Discussion

In summary, we found intrinsic networks observed by local and interareal synchronization, whose spatial structure correlates significantly with stimulus driven patterns of interareal coactivation. Concretely, we found that the spatial structure of signal correlations was recapitulated in (i) the trial-to-trial covariability of stimulus induced power (noise correlations), (ii) the correlation of spontaneous power fluctuations during fixation (spontaneous correlations), and (iii) the spontaneous coherence and GC influences during fixation. We take the specificity of these intrinsically generated patterns of synchronization as a robust indicator of highly organized endogenous activity. Notably, the same spatial pattern of intrinsic covariation was present both during stimulation, i.e., in the noise correlation, and in the absence of stimulation.
Fig. 4. Spontaneous correlations. (A) Spontaneous correlation matrix in the gamma band (80–95 Hz) for all V1-V4 site pairs. (B) Distribution of spontaneous correlation values for all interareal site pairs as a function of frequency. Example topographies for spontaneous correlation from the marked V4 site across all visual channels in the (C) theta (6–8 Hz) and (D) gamma (80–95 Hz) bands (same color bar as A). Statistical significance is denoted by red lines and values on color bar, as well as white borders on nonsignificant values in topography. (E) Correlation of interareal spontaneous and signal correlation matrices (A from Figs. 4 and 5) across frequencies. Frequency–frequency plane threshold P < 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons. Significance threshold is denoted on colorbar by red line and value. (F) Comparison of intrinsic correlation and signal correlation for the gamma frequency band (80–100 Hz). The mean correspondences of spontaneous correlation (in blue) and noise correlation (in red) with signal correlation are shown to illustrate their similar spectral profiles. The line spectra are vertical cuts of the respective frequency–frequency plots shown in Figs. 4E and 5E. Significance threshold at P < 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons, illustrated as blue and red bars along the x axis. (Inset) Spectrum of absolute power of the normalized raw signal (see Experimental Procedures for details) for the activity during fixation used to compute spontaneous correlation. Mean across visual sites shown in dark blue. Shaded region denotes SD across sites. (G) As in F, but for the low-frequency band (1–20 Hz). The mean correspondences of spontaneous correlation (in blue) and noise correlation (in red) with signal correlation are shown to illustrate their different spectral profiles. The line spectra are vertical cuts of the respective frequency–frequency plots shown in Figs. 4E and 5E. Significance threshold is as explained for F.
frequency bands, giving rise to the frequency specificity of the recapitulation. A previous study demonstrated that increasing visual stimulus contrast leads to the peak frequency of local gamma power and interareal coherence to increase over a wide range; intriguingly, the strength of both gamma activity and coherence first increased and then decreased with increasing stimulus contrast (31). If spontaneous activity recapitulates states corresponding to variable stimulus contrasts, these results predict a broad yet defined peak in the gamma-frequency range. Alternatively, the spontaneous epochs of local V1 synchronization occur preferentially in certain frequency bands, which would directly explain the frequency specificity of the recapitulation but would leave the 1/f spectrum unexplained. It is conceivable that the power spectrum is less sensitive in revealing rhythmic structure than a correlation spectrum. For example, superimposed 1/f noise could mask spectral structure, and the correlation metric could reveal the hidden relationship. We have found before that correlation spectra can sometimes reveal spectral structure, where power spectra do not. We investigated activity recorded from microelectrodes in awake monkey area V4 during fixation in the absence of stimulation (32). LFP power spectra showed a 1/f profile, whereas LFP–LFP phase locking spectra and spike–LFP phase locking spectra showed clear gamma peaks (figure S4 and Figure 3 of ref. 32).

Signal correlations showed spatial correspondence with noise correlations mainly for rhythmic components, whereas they showed correspondence with spontaneous correlations for both rhythmic and arrhythmic components. This difference suggests that cortical activity exhibits distinct dynamics during stimulation and in its absence. Although the absence of stimulation might leave cortex to wander through a wider range of dynamical states, the presence of stimulation might constrain this range of dynamic states and thereby produce clear rhythms. In the absence of such stimulus-related constraints, local and short-lived rhythms might well be present, but with variable frequency, strength, and spatial extent. Such passive states would exhibit a characteristic 1/f spectrum (33–35). However, nested within an arrhythmic spectrum, highly specific patterns of organization, such as cross-frequency interactions or topographically specific interareal coupling, may reveal specific rhythmic components. Such spontaneously occurring rhythms might couple between V1 and V4 in a retinotopically specific way most strongly, when they occur in particular frequency ranges. The combination of brief epochs of variable frequency and interareal interactions that favor specific frequency ranges could explain why we find broad and correspondences together with correspondences that peak in particular, well-known frequency bands.

Interestingly, the two bands of high correspondence between intrinsic covariation and stimulus driven covariation correspond well with previous findings. Activity in the gamma band is more selective for stimulus properties than oscillations in other bands (36, 37). Furthermore, when natural movies were shown to anesthetized monkeys, most information about the movies was contained in the power time courses of LFP components between 1 and 8 Hz and between 60 and 100 Hz (38). These bands correspond roughly to those in which we find consistency between retinotopy and intrinsic covariation, suggesting that those frequency bands may generally be involved in the representation of visual features within areas and their communication between areas. In fact, within areas, stimulus representation is more accurate for the spikes that are optimally aligned to the gamma rhythm as opposed to spikes that occur at random phases of the gamma cycle (39). Similarly, gamma-band synchronization might facilitate the interareal communication of representations (23): (i) interareal gamma phase locking leads to enhanced interareal interactions (22); and (ii) the selective interareal communication of attended stimuli is subserved by a corresponding selective interareal gamma-band synchronization (24, 40). Several studies have demonstrated that gamma-band activity is modulated by the phase of lower-frequency components, primarily theta, and this is often referred to as phase-amplitude coupling (PAC) (24,
Local PAC together with interareal low-frequency phase coherence can lead to interareal power-power correlation (45). It will be an interesting topic for future studies to investigate to which degree the patterns of spontaneous recapitulation shown here are due to these mechanisms.

Intrinsic networks defined by structured endogenous activity have been observed at many spatial and temporal scales. Luczak et al. investigated the similarity of stimulus driven and spontaneous patterns of population activity within auditory or somatosensory cortex of both anesthetized and awake rats (4). They found that spike timing patterns were conserved across states of stimulation and spontaneous activity and that the spatial patterns observed during stimulation constitute a subset of all spatial patterns visited by the network during spontaneous activity. Further, they demonstrated the similarity of pairwise correlations between individual cell’s firing rates during stimulus driven and spontaneous activity, as well as in noise correlations across repeated stimuli. Similar observations have been made for maps of activity across cat primary visual cortex (5, 46, 47), where activity patterns in the absence of visual stimulation reproduce fine-scale functional organization. Between visual areas, multiple studies have demonstrated retinotopically specific patterns of connectivity across hemispheres in both monkeys and humans (7, 9–11), and human studies have demonstrated differential connectivity within distinct visual pathways (12). Our study helps to link the functional organization of intrinsic activity within areas, with that of the large-scale study of coupling between areas by investigating the fine temporal and spatial dynamics of interareal coupling within the visual system. However, one important caveat of our study is the fact that our ECoG coverage was limited to the dorsal aspect of one hemisphere and to areas in the ventral visual pathway. This limitation constrains the generality of our findings to within-hemisphere connectivity in the ventral visual pathway. Some evidence suggests that our findings may generalize: high-frequency power differentiates tonotopic maps in auditory cortex (6); interhemispheric gamma-band spike synchrony occurs between visual areas dependent of the pattern of stimulation (48); long-range gamma coherence links many visual cortical areas (49), including dorsal visual regions (50) and frontal control regions with ventral visual regions (51); and, finally, spontaneous interhemispheric coupling between auditory areas occurs in the slow covariation of high-frequency power (52).

Electrophysiological correlates of intrinsic networks observed with BOLD are necessary to bridge the gap between detailed accounts of endogenous dynamics within cortical areas to the patterns of activity observed with fMRI across the whole brain. In visual cortex, BOLD signal fluctuations show a positive correlation primarily with LFP power in the gamma-frequency range (53–57). LFP power in the gamma-frequency range can reflect both rhythmic neuronal synchronization at the gamma rhythm (19, 58, 59) and the broadband spectral signature of basic biophysical processes like spikes and/or postsynaptic potentials (60, 61), a distinction that is increasingly made explicit (62). The BOLD signal appears related to both the strength of broadband gamma-range power (55) and the strength of the band-limited gamma rhythm (56, 57). Correspondingly, LFP power in the gamma-frequency range is correlated between corresponding regions of the two hemispheres (52), fluctuates spontaneously according to tonotopic maps in auditory cortex (6), and reflects regional boundaries in somatomotor cortex, in close correspondence to BOLD signal fluctuations (63). When activity in BOLD signal-defined intrinsic networks is directly correlated to EEG band-limited power, distinct networks relate to various frequency bands (64). Conversely, power fluctuations in different frequency bands of the EEG signal are related to distinct spatial patterns of brain activation observed with simultaneous fMRI (65, 66). Power colfluctuations were also demonstrated directly with source-projeted magnetoencephalography (MEG), revealing distinct spatial networks for power in different frequency bands (67–69). Related findings have been reported in recordings from cat brain regions homologous with two well-described human fMRI intrinsic networks for power in different frequency bands (60, 61), a distinction that is increasingly made explicit (62).

**Fig. 6.** Spontaneous coherence and directed interaction. Correlation of (A) spontaneous coherence, (B) spontaneous feed-forward GC, and (C) spontaneous feedback GC with signal correlation for all frequencies. Frequency–frequency plane threshold set at $P < 0.05$ corrected for multiple comparisons. Significance threshold is denoted for each comparison by the red line and value on the color bar.
networks: the task-on and task-off networks (70). Between those two networks, total LFP power during spontaneous activity showed an overall difference, and periods in which band-limited power time courses were anticorrelated. In the task-off network, reduced power was surprisingly correlated to enhanced neuronal firing rates, illustrating the importance of combined multilevel investigations.

We showed that intrinsic networks are subserved by specific patterns of synchronization. The pattern of synchronization varies between dominantly narrow-band, rhythmic activity during periods of stimulation and a mixture of both broad- and narrow-band synchronization during periods of spontaneous activity. Rhythmic activity was evident even when the power spectrum exhibited no spectral structure. Rhythmic and arrhythmic activity occurred in distinct frequency–frequency interactions, suggesting that they occur distinctly within the data. Rhythmic activity was evidenced by clear spectral peaks that exclude broadband power changes as underlying causes and rather correspond to classical frequency bands. Arrhythmic activity was mainly present in the correspondence of intrinsic signals with retinotopic organization below 20 Hz. The segregation of these two modes of activation suggest that broadband activity may be specifically modulated by low-frequency activity, as has been demonstrated in human ECoG recordings (42, 71). The rhythmic activation of particular retinotopic sites and in the gamma band has been linked to interareal communication. Communication is likely supported by gamma-band coherence. Surprisingly, gamma-band coherence, normally observed exclusively during stimulation, was found in spontaneous activity to reflect the spatial pattern of signal correlations. This finding provides a potential link from the putative mechanism of communication through coherence to the organization of endogenous activity in intrinsic networks. The link could be shown due to ECoG recordings that combined high temporal and high spatial resolution with coverage of two visual areas. The high temporal resolution was necessary to reveal the spectral specificities, the high spatial resolution enabled topographic specificity, and the coverage was required to allow the interareal correlation between spatial patterns of spontaneous and stimulus-driven activity. It will be an intriguing possibility for future research to capitalize on these features and investigate whether, e.g., the influence of intrinsic networks on stimulus responses or behavior is spectrally specific or whether experience shapes the dynamics of intrinsic networks in particular frequency bands. Furthermore, it will be crucial to extend coverage to both hemispheres to allow investigation of bilateral symmetric patterns, which have been the hallmark of many fMRI demonstrations of intrinsic networks, and finally to add single cell recordings that will allow the integration of population dynamics into large-scale patterns.

**Experimental Procedures**

**Neurophysiological Recording Techniques and Signal Preprocessing.** All procedures were approved by the ethics committee of the Radboud University (Nijmegen, The Netherlands). The data used for the analysis presented in this manuscript are available to interested parties by contacting the authors. More information is provided in **SI Experimental Procedures**.

**Visual Stimulation.** Stimuli and behavior were controlled by the software CORTEX. More information is provided in **SI Experimental Procedures**.

**Data Analysis General.** All analyses were performed in MATLAB (MathWorks) using FieldTrip (72) (www.fieldtrip perilbox.org). More information is provided in **SI Experimental Procedures**.

**Retinotopic Maps.** To construct retinotopic maps for eccentricity and polar angle, the mean power was computed across trials for each stimulus location. First, each trial was cut to the time between 0.3 s after stimulus onset (to avoid the early transient activity) and 0.9 s. Frequency analysis was performed by computing the fast Fourier transform of the entire stimulation epoch. Each site was assigned an eccentricity and a polar angle based on the position of the stimulus giving the maximal response in the gamma band. The overall pattern of retinotopic organization was robust to different manners of computing the preferred eccentricity and polar angle and so the maximal stimulus was chosen because of its simplicity.

**Signal and Noise Correlations.** To compare the spatial patterns of stimulus-driven correlations and stimulus-independent correlations, frequency-resolved signal and noise correlations were computed. Signal correlation was computed by first calculating the mean spectral responses per stimulus position, across trials, and then determining the Spearman rank correlation across the mean stimulus responses, between interareal site pairs. Noise correlation was computed by first calculating the trial-by-trial deviation from the mean response for each condition and then determining the Spearman rank correlation across trials between interareal site pairs. Noise correlations were computed independently for each stimulus position and then averaged across conditions to avoid any modulation by stimulus preference from contaminating the results. Across all interareal site pairs, we then calculated the Spearman rank correlation between signal correlations and noise correlations. The Spearman rank correlation was used to avoid assumptions about underlying distributions. However, results were essentially the same when Pearson correlation coefficients were used.

**Spontaneous Retinotopy.** Retinotopic maps were computed during passive fixation by first determining the eccentricity and polar angle preference of recording sites in V4. Once this was determined, V4 sites were grouped into ROIs with similar eccentricity (6 ROIs) or polar angle preference (10 ROIs). For each ROI, average time series of band-limited power were computed and correlated separately with power time courses of each V1 site. This analysis resulted in 6 V1 maps of correlation for eccentricity and 10 maps of correlation for polar angle. To compute the topography in V1 during the period of spontaneous activity, each recording site in V1 was assigned the value of the retinotopic preference of the V4 ROI it was most strongly correlated with. This process resulted in maps of intrinsically generated retinotopy for each frequency band. To quantify the extent to which spontaneous retinotopy corresponded with stimulus driven retinotopy in area V1, we computed the spatial correlation of those maps computed during spontaneous activity with stimulus derived retinotopic maps for eccentricity and polar angle.

**Spontaneous Coherence and Directed Influence.** For the analysis of spontaneous coherence and directed influence, we used the same passive fixation periods as during spontaneous correlation. We computed the coherence and GC using two separate analysis approaches: one for frequencies less than or equal to 30 Hz and the other for frequencies between 31 and 190 Hz. We did this because high-frequency components characteristically have less power and broader spectral bands than low-frequency components. Therefore, it is advantageous to apply different frequency-domain smoothing to these two distinct frequency bands. For both analyses, we cut the fixation data into segments and computed cross-spectral density and coherence. We defined fixation as the time period of passive fixation during an attention task, which contained stimuli at two fixed positions, one of them contralateral to the recorded left hemisphere.

**Statistical Testing.** Wherever possible, data from both monkeys were combined. The combined results amounted to a fixed-effect analysis for our sample of two animals. More information is provided in **SI Experimental Procedures**.
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